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Amazon Web Services (AWS) has attracted significant attention as an alternative to hosting applications within one’s  
data center. The potential for cost savings with AWS coupled with its scalability and resiliency, makes the platform  
well suited for data center network-intensive cloud initiatives, such as application hosting, cloud on-boarding, big data, 
and data replication.  

But AWS is accessed from the Internet, which introduces performance limitations that may undermine AWS projects. 
Increased latency and the higher incidents of lost and out-of-order packets of the Internet threaten AWS performance, 
escalating the risk of deploying data center projects in the cloud.  

Conventional optimization solutions are inadequate to address these challenges. They are often unable to optimize  
in-house applications designated for AWS. These optimization solutions also lack the capacity needed for a data  
center-class cloud deployment. Furthermore, most optimization solutions are not designed to integrate with the  
Amazon cloud, lacking many of the tools that make AWS so attractive namely flexible licensing, elasticity to scale  
capacity based on demand, and the tools needed to easily deploy acceleration within the cloud.  

Silver Peak VX for AWS is cloud acceleration designed for the Amazon cloud (see figure 1). Any AWS application  
becomes more consistent, more responsive and less expensive to deliver with Silver Peak VX for AWS. The software is 
available by the hour (utility licensing), or month or year (subscription licensing). It’s highly elastic so IT can increase or 
decrease acceleration capacity on demand and its fully available at any time from the Amazon Marketplace. Silver Peak 
cloud acceleration improves data transfers to or from AWS by as much as 100x (see figure 2) while reducing the amount 
of data sent to or from the Amazon cloud for over 80 percent cost savings.

Amazon in an Instant: How Silver Peak Cloud  
Acceleration Improves Amazon Web Services (AWS)

Figure 1: Silver Peak software is deployed in the company’s AWS cloud and at each of the customer premises.
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The AWS Dilemma 

With AWS’s Elastic Cloud Computing (EC2) service, organizations avoid the costs of purchasing and maintaining compute 
resources. And since enterprises can increase or decrease EC2 compute power on demand, they also avoid the extrane-
ous charges incurred when designing for increasing workloads or peak conditions.

At the same time, though, AWS is accessed by traversing the Internet and IT managers know all about the effects of the 
Internet on corporate applications. The increased delay and packet delivery problems common to the Internet undermine 
application performance. Amazon minimizes this impact by letting IT managers host their applications as close as possible 
to the users. Several AWS data centers are available around the globe and more are added all the time. 

Nevertheless, the Internet still poses a major problem particularly for data center-class projects that move a significant 
amount of data. The effects of latency and packet loss become more noticeable at higher bandwidths. A data center in 
Chicago, for example, with a 10 Mbps Internet VPN connection to Amazon’s closest data center in Virginia will be limited 
to 8 Mbps per application. Even with 200 Mbps, though, applications would still be limited to 8 Mbps. The problem - the 
one percent packet loss (very common for the Internet) and 15 ms needed to go from Chicago and to Virginia. 

Replacing the Internet with a service provider’s network helps, but does not solve the problem. MPLS networks com-
monly see loss rates of 1 percent, which would still limit the performance of that 200 Mbps connection to just 25 Mbps 
per application. (Calculate the theoretical bandwidth of your application with Silver Peak’s throughput calculator at 
http://www.silver-peak.com/throughput-calculator)

Since the effects of loss and latency are more pronounced at higher speeds, many data center projects being considered 
for AWS are particularly at risk of failure because of their intensive use of the network: 

Figure 2:  Silver Peak increases AWS data replication 100-fold by eliminating redundant data 
from the WAN and overcoming the effects of latency and loss. 

Instant AWS Data Replication
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• Data replication and disaster recovery benefit from the distributed architecture of AWS, minimizing the 
likelihood of an outage from a single disaster. But disaster recovery projects routinely replicate hundreds-of-
gigabytes, even terabytes, of data each month to the secondary location. Limited network performance may prevent 
organizations from replicating the necessary data to AWS to meet recovery point objectives (RPOs) or restoring data 
from AWS within a recovery time objectives (RTOs). 

• Big data should be a natural fit for AWS with its unlimited processing via Elastic Cloud Compute (EC2) and storage 
via Elastic Block Storage (EBS) and Simple Storage Service (S3). Amazon also offers DynamoDB, a highly available 
distributed database cluster, and Elastic MapReduce, a managed platform to support Hadoop-based analysis.  
However, missing from AWS is a mechanism to import the tens-of-terabytes of big data over the Internet,  
and then a way to share the analytics. The performance of Internet links is generally insufficient for these tasks.

• On-boarding of new users can be a major roadblock to cloud adoption because organizations need to transfer 
petabytes of data into the cloud. But unlike big data, this transfer occurs only once, making it cost prohibitive to 
upgrade a connection or invest in new equipment to address the issue. 

• Hosting applications in Amazon EC2 frees IT from the costs of 
building and maintaining infrastructure to run on-premise applications 
and allows IT to focus efforts on improving the application. But the 
added latency of accessing data in an AWS region thousand miles away 
from the corporate or remote offices may cause applications to become 
“sluggish,” or fail outright. 

• File sharing with latency-sensitive applications, such as CAD/CAM, 
scientific simulation, and database querying using AWS can free 
organizations from maintaining the underlying infrastructure. But the 
high-latency incurred while sharing files across the Internet combined 
with the large size of those files may prevent organizations from moving 
files to and from AWS. 

• AMI Copy and EBS Snapshot Copy allows IT to copy an AMI image 
or an EBS snapshot between AWS regions with just a couple of clicks on 
the AWS Management Console. This enables follow-the-sun operations 
where resources can be shifted based on time of day or demand, 
improved application performance as resources are moved to a region 
closer to the users, and for disaster recovery purposes. But AMI images 
and EBS snapshots can also be quite large, increasing traffic charges 
when moved and taking a while to complete. 

The bottom line: cloud projects can end up underperforming or failing 
entirely when network problems are ignored. The impact reaches beyond 
the specific application. Operations costs, which were meant to be 
reduced with the cloud, actually grow as engineers must troubleshoot 
AWS applications. User frustration mounts as applications underperform. 
Help desk costs spiral as agents spend time mollifying those users.  
And, in many instances, traffic charges increase as AWS projects use  
the network inefficiently. 

10 Reasons Why 
Silver Peak for AWS

1.  Improve any application whether 
based on TCP, UDP, or proprietary 
IP-based protocol. 

2.  100x improvement in big  
data movement

3.  20x faster access to data  
stored in the cloud.

4.  Better than 50 percent reduction 
in traffic from the cloud, reducing 
traffic charges 

5.  Only pay for what you need  
with utility pricing.

6.  Short installation with  
download-and-deploy from  
AWS marketplace

7.  Secure data in transit and at rest 
with AES encryption without 
impact on performance. 

8.  Accelerate a near limitless number 
of simultaneous connections.

9.  Adapt to changing throughput 
requirements by scaling  
on-demand. 

10. Eliminate user frustration  
and reduce help desk costs  
from sluggish cloud 

Cloud projects underperform or fail entirely 
when network problems are ignored.
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Silver Peak Accelerates AWS 

Silver Peak VX for Amazon Web Services is the only data acceleration solution capable of compensating for the network 
limitations undermining any and all enterprise application running in AWS.  

The software is based on Silver Peak’s Virtual Acceleration Open Architecture (VXOA), which accelerates more  
applications, scales to more bandwidth, and accommodates more concurrent connections than any other data  
acceleration solution. Silver Peak VX for AWS: 

• Increases AWS throughput by minimizing packet re-transmissions due to congestion and poor network quality. 

• Reduces data charges and maximizes bandwidth utilization by eliminating over 50 percent of the data going to and 
from the cloud through byte-level deduplication and compression. 

• Ensures LAN-like user experience by accelerating the underling transport. Users experience AWS applications as 
if they were housed in the same office not around the world. 

• Adapts to demand by scaling capacity up or down based on application requirements. 

• Secures all data whether at rest or in-transit with AES encryption.

• Simplifies deployment by being sold through and deployed from Amazon’s AWS Marketplace.

Silver Peak VX for AWS is independent of the application: if it runs over IP, Silver Peak can improve its performance at 
a scale unsurpassed in the industry. Silver Peak software currently leads the industry in performance, scaling to 256,000 
encrypted flows and more than 1 Gbps of throughput. 

With Silver Peak for AWS, replication performance improves by 20x, reducing the largest data transfer times from days  
to hours. Hosted applications become more responsive, which helps eliminate user frustrations. Any type of file-based  
collaboration becomes “LAN-like;” AWS-stored files can be delivered or collaborated on even across geographically  
distributed teams (see figure 3). 

Figure 3: With Silver Peak, files can be transferred to and from AWS in almost no time at all. 

Instant AWS File Transfers
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Silver Peak VX for AWS avoids these problems, giving organizations the 
performance of aprivate network with the low-cost of the Internet.

And even applications that require acceleration for a short period of time, such as on-boarding new users, can take 
advantage of Silver for AWS with its utility licensing. Big data becomes feasible as acceleration can be activated whenever 
a big data import or results sharing is necessary and then torn down.   Silver Peak accelerates big data transfers by 100x, 
taking just four hours to move a 1 TB dataset across a 100 Mbps link between New York  and Virginia, not 
three work-weeks.

A Unique Approach

Trying to address the Internet’s performance limitations with alternative approaches exposes IT to higher costs, limited 
scalability or greater complexity. Silver Peak VX for AWS avoids these problems, giving organizations the performance of 
a private network with the low-cost of the Internet. 

Amazon Direct Connect replaces the Internet with a dedicated network connection between its network and AWS via 
the network of an Amazon-approved service provider (a member of the AWS Partner Network, APN). The result is 
improved security and, to some extent, application performance. 

But while private networks may be better than the Internet, latency, loss, and bandwidth limitations still remain.  
What’s more Direct Connect increases operational costs, requiring organizations to pay for Amazon port charges  
and, more significantly, service provider charges. The service may be too expensive for some businesses and particularly 
economically inefficient for some projects that require better performance for one-time operation, such as cloud  
on-boarding, or infrequently, such as with big data or off-site backup. 

Combining Silver Peak VX for AWS with Amazon’s Internet provides an affordable alternative for those businesses that 
care about private access, but cannot afford Direct Connect. They dramatically increase their network performance,  
secure their traffic with nearly unlimited VPN connections (Amazon’s own VPN service is limited to 10 connections.), 
and avoid the additional costs of the service provider’s network. 

Alternative WAN optimization solutions, even those available through the Amazon Marketplace, cannot provide similar 
value because they fail to meet some or all the following requirements: 

• Flexible licensing makes cloud instances more affordable by allowing IT to purchase resources based on need  
(e.g. by the hours, months, or years). This is particularly important, such as cloud on boarding, or intermittently,  
such as data replication or big data. Some acceleration solutions, though, do not offer utility licensing. 

• Application independence is critical as in-house applications running over UDP or over proprietary IP-based 
protocols are likely candidates to be moved to AWS. Many WAN optimization solutions, though, are limited to 
accelerating TCP-based applications. 

• Scalability is important as data center-class projects can require acceleration of traffic in excess of 100 Mbps and 
hundreds of thousands of sessions. The latter is particularly important for hosted applications where clients may 
generate tens of sessions a piece. 

• Easy delivery is supposed to be the hallmark of cloud applications by making the software always available and 
installable from AWS Marketplace. But some acceleration solutions still require IT to waste time contacting sales, 
making deployment that much more complex. 



© Silver Peak Systems, Inc.  All rights reserved.  All other brands, products, or service names are or may be trademarks or service marks of,   
and are used to identify, products or services of their respective owners.

888.598.7325  |  www.silver-peak.com
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A Faster, More Affordable AWS

The dramatic improvement in performance not only makes AWS faster, but also more affordable. Silver Peak’s byte-level 
deduplication identifies and eliminates repetitive data patterns from exiting AWS, data patterns that would normally 
increase traffic charges. And Silver Peak’s licensing options allows organizations to pay for optimization for as long.

With AWS, traffic charges are predominantly incurred for data moved out of EC2 and between regions. For applications 
that move less than 20 TB per month out of AWS and at predictable intervals, utility licensing is often the best option. 
Organizations may spend under $200/month to move 10 TB with Silver Peak, for example, but 12 times more without 
Silver Peak (See “Silver Peak Licensing: Maximizing  AWS Value for all Organizations”).

But for data center class projects that may regularly move hundreds of terabytes of data each month, Silver Peak’s  
subscription licensing might be a better choice. Moving 500 TB a month out of AWS, for example, would cost just  
over $80,000 in data charges versus just under $8,000 with Silver Peak.

A Silver Lining for Your AWS Cloud

AWS is a rich platform for deploying a broad spectrum of IT applications easily and inexpensively, but all too often 
limitations in the Internet and service provider networks disrupt those projects. Silver Peak VX for AWS eliminates 
those problems for every enterprise application. See how Silver Peak VX for AWS can help your Amazon deployments 
by an hourly-paid VX AMI or by downloading a 30 day free trial license.

Silver Peak’s licensing options accommodate nearly any company’s cloud requirements. In this example, paying by the hour  
(utility licensing) is particularly cost effective when sending less than 10 Terabytes (TB) of data from AWS each month and  
nearly the same as a yearly license (BYOL) for over 20 TBs per month.

Silver Peak Licensing: Maximizing AWS Value for all Organizations 

Before After (Hourly License) After (Yearly)

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/B00DGEXOT6
https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/pp/B00DGEXOT6
http://www.silver-peak.com/use-cases/amazon-web-services

